Stride M at a glance
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Signature features

Glossary

SpeechZone 2

In noisy situations, adjusts to an
optimal microphone strategy to focus
on speech from any direction

SpeechZone 2

SpeechZone

Binaural spatial
processing

Hearing instruments work together
to determine the direction of speech

•

•

SoundNav

Automatic program that identifies
and smoothly transitions across
environments, with a special focus
on conversations

7
environments

6
environments

5
environments

2
environments

AutoMic

Dynamically balances the appropriate
features providing speech
understanding and comfort while
maintaining natural sound quality

•

•

•

•

•

Captures time spent across all seven
SoundNav environments to support
technology recommendations

•

•

•

•

•

MyMusic

Specialized fitter-controlled settings
to enhance music enjoyment

Automatic
binaural

Automatic
binaural

•

•

•

Binaural Phone

Streams conversation from phone ear
to opposite ear, no accessory required

•

•

•

•

Automatic Adaptation
Manager

Intelligently and gently transitions
patients to the amplification required
for long-term optimal speech
understanding from first fit acceptance

•

•

•

•

•

Multiband

Multiband

Multiband

Multiband

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Sound Conductor

Log It All

More discretion
Features
Adaptive directional

Directional strategy that tracks
and suppresses multiple
background noise sources

Frequency compression Compresses and shifts inaudible
high-frequency sounds into a more
audible lower frequency region
AntiShock

Eliminates discomfort from
sudden impulse noises

In all technology levels:
Our newest Stride™ hearing instrument
is carrying on the family values of
patient-centric design. Stride M is a
high-performance 312 behind-the-ear
(BTE) hearing instrument that’s easy
to use, offering style, comfort and
discretion that are second to none.

• Pinna Effect

• Plasma coating

• Natural Sound Balance

• Telecoil

• Data logging

• WDRC processing

• Feedback manager

with NAL-NL1, NAL-NL2
and DSL v5
• Linear processing
with DSL v5
• Easy-t

• Wind control
• Tinnitus masker
• Manual programs
• Streaming programs

Pro

800

700

600

500

Premium
has it all,
plus a
focus on
speech
from any
direction

Binaural
approach
to address
speech
in noise

Separation
of speech
in noise
backgrounds

Automatic

Manual

• DuoLink

Accessories give you another
tool to solve patient challenges.
They are available at all
technology levels.
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Say hello to Stride M

Give them an
experience to
remember

Patient
insights give
you an edge

At Unitron, we want to make it easy for you to remove
barriers and gain deeper understanding into each
patient’s experience. Take our fantastic new Stride M
hearing instrument. It offers big performance in our
smallest 312 BTE ever. With the natural sound of
the North platform, a telecoil for those who need it,
and technologies that work together to let patients
focus on conversations, Stride M has everything
you need to capture, and keep, their interest.

The more you know about a patient’s hearing experience,
the better their outcome will be. We provide both the
evidence you need to make the best-informed decisions
and the intimate patient perceptions you need to
understand how they are feeling about their hearing
instrument performance. We call this patient insights
and nobody does it like Unitron.

Adding patient insights
to Flex™ takes your hearing
instrument evaluations
to a whole new level
and intensifies patient
engagement.

More performance

7

A color for everyone

Teal blast (S7)

Espresso (P4)

Sand storm (S6)

Cinnamon (Q9)

Platinum (P6)

Charcoal (P8)

Pewter shine (S5)

Beige (01)

Pewter (P7)

Amber suede (S2)

Espresso boost (S3)

Amber (P2)

The insights to understand

The evidence to know

The confidence to act

Patient Ratings gives you a direct
window into how patients were
feeling about their hearing instrument
performance, exactly in the moment
they were feeling it.

Log It All provides evidence around
a patient’s true listening lifestyle,
giving an accurate picture you can
use to support your counseling and
technology level recommendations.

Patient insights connect Patient Ratings
to Log It All and data logging, giving
you the holistic view that lets you
confidently make highly personalized
recommendations for every patient.

